
Cover Up In
Dreamlike Fashion

SAMINA duvets complement and complete the healthy sleep system remarkably ensuring you 

enjoy an optimal bed climate in all seasons—warm in the winter and cool in hot summer months. 

www.samina.com



Covers for All Seasons

If your sleep has ever been interrupted because you are 

too hot or too cold, you already understand that your body 

temperature in bed is fundamentally important for a restful, 

healthy sleep. All wool fillings in SAMINA bedding are, wi-

thout exception, made from the purest virgin sheep’s wool 

and covered with certified organic fabric. The virgin sheep’s 

wool selected by SAMINA is wholly from free-roaming, pe-

sticide-free, living sheep and is completely hand-processed: 

hand-shorn, hand-washed, hand-combed into layers. This 

careful and tedious method ensures the purest wool to op-

timize its performance as one of the best all-round fibers for 

any climate. Its extraordinary ability to absorb around 30% 

of its own weight in moisture which then evaporates into the 

surrounding air makes your bed a warm, dry, cozy place. 

SAMINA duvets are available in an almost endless variety 

of sizes yet only a few simple styles that correspond to the 

climate as their names suggest: 

Midsummer Night Dream Duvet

The lightest duvet, this one is ideal for climates with ye-

ar-round warmer temperatures or for very hot summer 

nights. It may be used alone or, when it is colder, in combi-

nation with the Spring/Autumn duvet to make it a Four Sea-

sons duvet.

Summer Duvet

A light and airy duvet almost twice as heavy as the extra-light 

Midsummer Night Dream duvet is perfect for warm summer 

months and more temperate climates.

Spring/Autumn Duvet

As the name suggests, when temperatures are transitioning 

from cold to cool in the Spring or from warm to cool in the 

Fall, this duvet is thicker and double the weight of the Sum-

mer duvet. The additional filling of virgin sheep’s wool helps 

balance your body temperature in bed keeping you nice and 

cozy as the temperatures get cooler.

Four Seasons Duvet

There is no Four Seasons duvet, per se. Instead, a Four 

Seasons duvet is created by combining either the Midnight 

Summer duvet with the Summer duvet or the Summer duvet 

with the Spring/Autumn duvet. Every duvet comes with se-

veral ties on the side (invisible when inside of a duvet cover) 

that are simply tied together to create a Four Seasons duvet. 

Which combination is right for you, depends on your climate, 

the length and severity of your winter months or your own 

personal preference as the combination with the Spring/Au-

tumn duvet results in a much heavier cover.


